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Who needs office buildings in a world dominat-

ed by video meetings? Or perfume? Or pants? A few 

years ago, a fraction of employees worked remotely 

at least some of the time. Look where we are now. 

Remote working is here for the long haul. Can work-

ing from home, however, feel liberating and limiting 

at the same time? Video meetings save you the 

hassle of commuting to the office, giving us more 

time with our loved ones. Yet, by spending less time 

outside, our days begin to look the same — from bed 

to desk to kitchen to desk to bed. We’ve also lost ac-

cess to shared physical space. But hey, wasn’t that 

the very reason to live in a city for most of us?

Public venues are where ideas come to life, 

where love blooms, and where we taste things we 

never tasted before. However, with high fixed costs, 

revenue concentrated around a few peak hours in 

the week, and changing consumer preferences, 

many bars, restaurants, and hotels were already 

facing serious challenges prior to COVID-19. Most 

venues are dealing with great overcapacity in off-

peak hours, while many workers experience a lack of 

cost-effective alternatives to working from home or 

in a centralised office. In this context, the pandemic 

presents itself as the ultimate opportunity to rethink 

the hospitality sector as a whole. AndCo transforms 

unused space in hotels, bars, and restaurants into 

local hubs for coworking, creating and collaborat-

ing. By matching remote workers with venues, the 

software platform builds new neighbourhood com-

munities, drives footfall to hospitality venues, and 

breathes life back into high streets.

We believe that tomorrow’s space will be 

elastic, hybrid, and multifunctional. We created this 

report to explore what this future holds for remote 

workers, for the hospitality industry, and for the cities 

we live in.

POP-UP CITY

ANDCO

Summer 2020
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First 
Things
First
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INTRO

Two hundred years ago, much of 
mankind worked in the fields; one 
hundred years ago, the majority of 

labour took place in dusky factories; and 
fifty years ago, people worked in office 
buildings. Now, as digital technology 
is increasingly woven into the fabric 
of our daily lives, people are working 

everywhere. Only hunter-gatherer 
societies were more flexible in their 
working lives than the contemporary 

urban nomad. Today, on-the-go working 
professionals seek experiences that 
fuse travel, business, and personal 

development. This new approach to work 
habits results in new types of mobility 
patterns, spaces, and communities.

Sweatpants 
Are the New 
Pantalons

Three years ago, 43% of the workforce worked 

remotely at least some of the time. This number is 

expected to explode in the years to come, leading to 

the inevitable blurring of boundaries between work 

and private life. More and more of us will be stuck 

at home, rolling out of bed straight into our remote 

workspaces each morning. The kitchen table, the 

garden shed, the spare bedroom — for many remote 

workers these spaces may double up as their home 

office.

A large majority of today’s distributed work-

force believes that remote working will be part of 

their future work life. Over a quarter of workers 

expect their employer to be more receptive to-

wards flexible working. COVID-19 has shown that 

everything becomes fluid under pressure. CEOs 

around the globe have adopted remote working as a 

serious workplace strategy in response to this pres-

sure. Any negative biases they held prior to this glob-

al health crisis have now been diluted. Companies, 

from startups to Wall Street giants, have concluded 

that their workers no longer need to be in the office 

full-time. Several countries, including Germany and 

the United Kingdom, are considering legislation that 

gives employees the right to work remotely.



Cut the 
Commute!

Commuting has significant mental and social 

costs. It’s expensive and can be a major cause of 

stress due to its unpredictability and a sense of loss 

of control. Before COVID-19 put everyday life on 

hold, the average Londoner spent around 74 min-

utes commuting every weekday. After the 1918—

1919 flu pandemic, it took more than five years for 

people to get comfortable taking trains again. Now-

adays, one thing is very different from one hundred 

years ago: we can work from anywhere and every-

where. The everyday commute will become a relic 

of the past. “The fastest-growing commute is no 

commute at all,” headlined the Washington Post last 

autumn. In times in which the world has become a 

fluid place, flexibility is the number one demand of 

employees, who want more options for balancing 

work and their personal lives. When people have the 

choice, they’re opting out of commuting.

Allie (via Unsplash)

Ga (via Unsplash)

It’s Lonely 
at the Laptop

Remote work has its share of problems. Due 

to mobile technology and our increasingly footloose 

behaviour, both private and work lives are no longer 

separate entities. Spotify’s datasets say it all — our 

listening habits during the COVID-19 pandemic can 

no longer tell the difference between weekdays and 

the weekend. For many remote workers, it’s difficult 

to work in the same place as they live and relax and 

vice versa, leading to an always-on culture. Many 

home-bound workers are dealing with constant dis-

tractions as they’re forced to share their workplace 

with other family members. For others, remote work-

ing leads to social isolation — around 20% of remote 

workers experience feelings of loneliness. Lone-

liness numbers rank the highest among younger 

age groups, who have more flexible workstyles than 

previous generations. Chit-chatting with colleagues 

at the coffee machine and office drinks on Friday — 

for many workers this is an important part of their 

social lives. An on-the-go lifestyle in a globalised 

world leads to a new longing for belonging. For this 

reason, remote workplaces should play a pivotal role 

in creating a sense of community.
T_S (via Unsplash)

Joannafotograf (via Pixabay)
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The good news is the 
9—5 boundaries have 

broken down

As Work From Home Becomes the Norm, 

Companies Get More Comfortable Hiring Fully 

Remote Employees

How Remote Working Is Reshaping a Future New World of Work

The End of  the 9-5?

Why Are Some People Better at Working From Home Than Others?

Coworking
Isn’t Just for

Startups

Are We Looking at the End of 
Office as We Know It?

The bad news is the 
9—5 boundaries have 

broken down

Work From Home Is 
Here to Stay

Never Go Back to the Office

7 Reasons Why the Coworking 

Future Looks Bright

Is Coworking the Future?

Remote Working: How Cities Might Change If We Worked From Home More

Mark Zuckerberg: Remote Work Is the Future of  Facebook

STEVE KINGEmergent Research



Benefits 
of Working 
Remotely

40% — Flexible schedule

30% — Working from anywhere

14% — Time with family

Struggles 
of Working 
Remotely

22% — Unplugging from work

19% — Loneliness

17% — Collaborating

68%

of UK workers say remote 

working does not harm 

their productivity

2-5
hours less spent per day on 

commuting and in-person 

meetings

98%

of remote workers would 

like to continue to work 

remotely at least part of 

the time for the rest of 

their careers

57%

of flexible workspace 

users in the UK reported 

being happier at work

140%

growth of remote work 

since 2005

The Next Office 
Is      an Office

A product of the industrial society and the idea 

of measurable productivity, the classic office building 

is nothing more than a revamped factory with cubi-

cles instead of assembly lines. With the emergence 

of the creative economy at the turn of the millenni-

um, work has changed from reaching daily targets 

to creating intellectual capital. Immaterial values and 

personal development increasingly define who we 

are and how we spend our time and money. Work 

comes second to lifestyle. As a result, the places we 

work in and the companies we work for are becom-

ing an extension of our identity. Instead of a single 

destination, the workplace of the future will be a 

network of different spaces, designed for different 

workstyles. “The idea of having a big head office in 

the middle of a city that everyone travels to — and 

which sits half empty most of the time — will dis-

appear,” says Antti Tuomela, co-founder of Finnish 

property management startup TRACTR. “There’s a 

growing pressure to use space differently and more 

effectively.” The downtown shiny office buildings, 

lunch restaurants and transit hubs to let workers flow 

in and out of the city centre might not be downtown 

much longer.

As our work styles are subject to change, of-

fices are increasingly redesigned to look like living 

rooms and hotel lobbies in order to support col-

laboration and creative thinking with fewer walls, 

more sofas, houseplants, and spaces to meet and 

mingle. Home, on the other hand, becomes a place 

for working in silence. Work life in the future will be 
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spent in a combination of places based on the type 

of work that needs to be done — for instance, ‘deep-

er’ work at home, collaboration in the office, and 

creative sessions in a third place. Moreover, with the 

lifestylification of work, professionals will be increas-

ingly able to choose their (remote) workspace based 

on their personal preferences.

Remote Working 
Is Reshaping Our 
Cities

Working from a coffee bar is not as new as 

we think it is — in the 17th and 18th century, hang-

outs like Lloyd’s Coffee House were highly popular 

among London’s intelligentsia — but today’s foot-

loose workforce and proximity-based economy 

have further boosted the importance of these third 

places. Around the last economic crisis ten years 

ago, trendy coworking venues started popping up at 

central locations in cities across the world — mostly 

in redeveloped, outdated office buildings. The boom 

in remote working drives the growing demand for 

coworking spaces — by 2030, almost a quarter of all 

office space in the United States might be designed 

for coworking. But in the coming years, coworking 

will be taking on different forms and shapes than just 

another renovated office tower with swings from the 

ceilings and catchy phrases on the walls. Coworking 

will further decentralise, become smaller in size, and 

truly local. Moreover, different remote workplaces will 

accommodate different work modes — for distribut-

ed teams, for freelancers, for creative makers, and 

so on.

Driven by the growing demand for workplaces 

close to home, the coworking spaces of the future 

will appear as ‘bubbles’ integrated into already-ex-

isting urban spaces — inside retail stores, restau-

rants, bars, gyms, and hotels. In 2018, Office Depot 

opened a coworking space inside one of its stores 

in Los Gatos, California, while competitor Staples 

launched Staples Connect, a concept store that in-

cludes spaces for coworking, podcast recording and 

events. In San Francisco and China, shopping malls 

are turning their vacant retail spaces into workspac-

es, and hotels like The Hoxton offer coworking as 

part of their services. People want to be in coworking 

venues because of their design, atmosphere and 

community. If workspaces are taking on the aesthet-

ics of a hotel lobby, why don’t we start working in 

hotel lobbies?

Shridhar Gupta (via Unsplash)
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The 
Hotel of 

Tomorrow



The Future of 
Hospitality Is 
Hybrid

There’s a growing urgency for the hospitality in-

dustry to reinvent itself. Many traditional bar, restau-

rant and hotel chains had adopted a one-size-fits-all 

approach for too long in which success was meas-

ured by the number of ‘heads in beds’. Hard-brand-

ed strategies have resulted in generic, monofunc-

tional environments that don’t stand out, and don’t 

create any sense of belonging for guests and locals 

alike. Most hospitality brands have a global rather 

than a local perspective. After the entrance of Air-

bnb, travellers increasingly expect their lodgings to 

provide a variety of authentic, tailor-made experienc-

es. Locals perceive hotels as isolated islands that 

have nothing to offer to the community. At the same 

time, space is not effectively capitalised. Stores, 

bars, restaurants, kitchens and lobbies are empty 

for most of the day. More than before, a successful 

venue must be aware of its surroundings, its assets, 

and its competitors. Adaptive spatial strategies are 

required to cultivate customer loyalty, drive new 

footfall, and diversify revenue streams. This requires 

a shift in thinking from monofunctional to multi-pur-

pose. From ‘heads in beds’ and ‘cocktails served’ to 

‘use of space’.

36
is the current average 

age of coworking space 

members

23%

average growth of 

coworking space in the 

US since 2010

33%

of UK coworking space 

is curated or serves a 

niche group

1.4
members per 

coworking desk in 

the UK

75%

potential sales growth 

for restaurants by 

scaling loyal customers 

by as little as 5%

25%

annual growth of 

coworking space in malls, 

street fronts and other 

retail properties through 

2023
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Most hotels are dealing with great overcapacity 

between 9 and 5. Empty lobby, empty restaurant, 

empty kitchen, and a bored-as-hell concierge. Both 

the frontend and the backend of hotels could great-

ly benefit from a mixed-use perspective on space. 

Take a look at the boom of dark kitchens — frontless 

restaurants where food is produced and not con-

sumed — due to the rising popularity of food delivery 

platforms like Uber Eats, Deliveroo and Doordash. 

Adopting a ‘dark’ strategy in which grab-and-go food 

is produced helps to attract new customers among 

locals, and greatly improve revenue streams in off-

peak hours.

Eaton Workshop

But there are more mixed uses to explore. 

The Standard Hotel in London has a podcast studio 

within its walls. Eaton Workshop, with locations in 

Hong Kong and Washington D.C., is not just a hotel, 

but also a cinema. And a concert hall. And a record-

ing studio. And a wellness centre. And a coworking 

members club. Why can’t there be a grocery store in 

a hotel? Or a rooftop farm? The restaurants, hotels, 

theatres, shops and gyms of the future are adaptive, 

multifunctional third places where both locals and 

temporary locals work, stay and play. More impor-

tantly, they offer a range of functions to different 

customer segments over the course of a day, based 

on consumer demand and availability of resources. 

Bakery in the morning, coworking in the afternoon, 

cocktail bar at night.

Concert hall, dark kitchen, recording studio. 

The mixed-use hospitality venues of tomorrow 

combine a wealth of functions for both locals 

and temporary locals

Clem Onojeghuo (via Unsplash)

Eaton Workshop
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Until recently, urban expansion manifested 

itself either horizontally (sprawl) or vertically (high-

rise). Time is rapidly emerging as another dimension. 

With space becoming scarcer and more valuable, 

the new frontier of urban development is not only in 

permanent mixed-use, but also in utilising tempo-

rarily unused space by fluidly adding and removing 

functions — such as coworking — over the course of 

a day. The increasing flexiblity of urban space will not 

only make venue operators rethink their spatial or-

ganisation. Eventually, local governments around the 

world will be urged to change their perspectives on 

functional zoning as a starting point in urban plan-

ning programmes.

10am

3pm

8am

8pm

10pm
12pm

1am

2pm

6pm

7am, 8am, 6pm — Nohga Hotel Ueno

10am — Working From Southwark

12pm, 3pm, 8pm, 10pm, 1am — Eaton Workshop

2pm — Giulia Squillace (for Pop-Up City) 

7am
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Welcome!
Are you here to

work

create

dance

drink

sleep

shop

record

relax

?

eat



Coworking, 
But Different

Coworking has a positive impact on its sur-

roundings. Studies have found that coworking spac-

es increase footfall to local neighbourhood busi-

nesses on a daily basis. Driven by our longing for 

belonging and the demand for cost-effective remote 

workplaces closer to home, coworking is becoming 

increasingly decentralised and woven into the urban 

fabric. In the future, we will work from shops, from 

restaurants, and from hotels around the corner. Hos-

pitality venues will transform into micro-workspaces, 

offering an attractive alternative to the large, costly, 

traditional downtown coworking offices. Subscrip-

tion models give remote professionals the freedom 

to go just about anywhere. Head in the books, or 

head in the clouds, you can choose the environment 

that fits with your schedule for the day (for example, 

close to a public transport hub), your lifestyle (Casual 

Fridays, everyday), and type of work that needs to 

be done (say, brainstorms with a colleague on a 

sofa). Cornerstone coworking will cut our much-hat-

ed commute, breathe new life into decaying high 

streets, and grow new social and professional tribes 

at the neighbourhood level. For the hospitality sector, 

it offers a fruitful opportunity to create unique local 

communities, and to find new relevance in an ev-

er-changing world.

AndCo
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AndCo Is Making 
Hybrid Space a 
Reality

Coworking adds an interesting experiential 

function to many public venues that are looking to 

become mixed-use. Digital technologies open up 

possibilities to operate space in smarter and more 

efficient ways than ever before. Ten years ago, the 

financial crisis acted as a catalyst for the platform 

economy. Tech companies like Airbnb and Uber de-

livered cost-effective accommodation and transport 

alternatives by programming overcapacity in homes 

and cars. Why was there no alternative option for 

coworking? AndCo have begun shaping the urban 

living rooms of the future by transforming temporarily 

AndCo

AndCo
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unused space in public venues such as hotels, bars 

and restaurants into hubs for coworking, collaborat-

ing and creating. AndCo is an outsource software 

solution for the hospitality sector to participate in 

the growth of micro-coworking in non-traditional 

workspaces, sponsoring local neighbourhoods and 

breathing new life into high streets. The platform 

matches supply and demand of workspace, instant-

ly changing the hotel lobby around the corner into a 

coworking bubble at no costs for venues. AndCo’s 

subscription model offers the Workplace as a Ser-

vice — members have access to coworking at a 

wide variety of venues in the city and beyond. Any-

time, anywhere. It gives venue operators the ability 

to easily manage the available number of seats and 

tables, and to get insight into the characteristics of 

the coworking audience. More than spatial redesign, 

platforms and smart technologies will be the driving 

force behind the hybrid urban spaces — and com-

munities — of the future.
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Making work,

work for you.


